
• Three things are needed to make fire: fuel, oxygen and heat.  
• Fire is the result of a chemical reaction.  
• The most common fuels are wood, coal, cooking gas and petrol. 
• The particular temperature at which the fuel begins to burn is called the “flash 

point”  
• Fire is a good servant but a very cruel master  
• We use fire to cook food, keep ourselves warm, produce electricity, etc.   
• Uncontrolled fire burns homes and forests, and also kills people.       
• We can put out the fire in three ways. 
• If we take the fuel away, no burning can take place.  
• The second way of putting out a fire is to stop the supply of oxygen.  
• The third way is to remove the heat or bring down the temperature. 
• Water spray cannot put out the oil fire. 
• Water should not be used to fight electric fire, but it may cause electric shock. 
• Firemen are highly trained persons. 
•  Fire is still worshipped in many parts of the world. 
 

Fire is the result of a chemical reaction. When oxygen in the air combines with 
carbon and hydrogen, the reaction takes place. Three things are needed to make fire: 
fuel, oxygen and heat. The most common fuels are wood, coal, cooking gas and 
petrol. The particular temperature at which the fuel begins to burn is called the “flash 
point” or kindling temperature of the fuel. Fire is a good servant but a very cruel 
master. It is useful as long as it is under control. We use some form of fire to cook 
food, to warm our homes and to produce electricity. But uncontrolled fire burns 
homes and forests, and also kills people. 



 
We can put out the fire in three ways. Firstly by taking the fuel away, secondly by 
stopping the supply of oxygen and thirdly by removing the heat or bringing down 
the temperature. 
 
Water spray cannot put out the oil fire. In fact it can prove dangerous. Water can 
carry burning oil with it and thus spread fire. Likewise water should not be used to 
fight electric fire, because it may cause electric shock. 
 
Today there are firefighting squads in every town. Firemen are highly trained 
persons. The discovery of fire led to a settled life. Fire is still worshipped in many 
parts of the world. 
 

Q1. What are some common uses of fire? 
Ans: The common uses of fire are to cook food, warm our homes in winter. Besides, 
many industrial processes make use of fire for various types of activities in 
production of goods and services. In thermal plants fire from coal is used to generate 
electricity. 
 
Q2. What are the three things required to make fire? 
Ans: The three things required to make fire are fuel, oxygen and heat. 
 
Q3. What is called the ‘flashpoint’ of the fuel? 
Ans: The particular temperature at which a fuel begins to burn is called the flash 
point or ‘kindling temperature’ of the fuel. 
 
Q4. What is a fire brigade? 
Ans: Band of firefighting workers with special equipment is  known as fire brigade. 
 
Answer the following Questions. 
 
Q1. What do you understand by the 'flash point' of a fuel?  
Ans: Every fuel like paper, coal or wood begins to burn only at a particular 
temperature. This temperature is provided generally with a lighted match. This 
temperature is called the flash point of kindling temperature of the fuel.  
 
Q2.  i. What are some common uses of fire? 
        ii. In what sense is it a 'bad master"? 
Ans: i. The common uses of fire are to cook food in the kitchen, warm our homes in 



winter. Beside many industrial process make use of fire for various type of activities 
in production of goods and services. In thermal plants fire from coal is used to 
generate electricity. 
    ii. If fire gets out of control, it can be dangerous. It burns homes, shops and vast 
areas of forests. It also kills and injures hundreds of people every year. 
 
Q4. What are the three main ways in which a fire can be controlled or put out?  
Ans: The three main ways in which a fire can be controlled or put out are : 
i. By Preventing oxygen from reaching it. No supply of oxygen means no fire. This 
can be done by throwing a damp blanket or spraying foam of dry carbon dioxide. 
ii. By Removing the inflammable material near the fire like Gas, Oil, wood, Plastic 
etc. 
iii. By lowering the temperature below Flash Point of the burning material, using 
water etc. 
 
Q5. Match the items in Box A with those in box B. 
                                       A 
              i.  To burn paper or a piece of wood 
             ii.  Small fire can be put out 
            iii.  When water is spread on fire. 
            iv.  A carbon dioxide extinguisher is the best thing 
             v.  Space left between buildings. 
                                       B 
         i. it absorb the heat from the burning material and lowers the temperature 
           ii. reduces the risk of fire. 
          iii. with a damp blanket. 
          iv. we heat it before it catches fire. 
           v. to put out an electrical fire. 
Answer: 
   i. To burn paper or a piece of wood - we heat it before it catches fire. 
  ii. Small fire can be put out - with a damp blanket. 
 iii. When water is spread on fire - it absorb the heat from the burning material and 
lowers the temperature. 
 iv. A carbon dioxide extinguisher is the best thing - to put out an electrical fire. 
  v. Space left between buildings - reduces the risk of fire. 
 
Q6. Why does a burning candle go out when you blow on it? 
Ans: When we blow on burning candle, we remove the hot air around the flame. 
Thus, we bring down its temperature below the flash point. Then the candle goes 
out. 



 
Q7. Spraying water is not a good way of putting out an oil fire or an electrical fire? 
Why not? 
Ans: Oil fire cannot be put out by spraying water on it. The reason is that the oil 
floats to the top of water and continues to burn. Secondly, it can flow quickly 
carrying the burning oil. Thus the fire spreads. Water should not be used on electrical 
fire. Water is a good conductor of electricity. So the person spraying water can get 
electric shock and be killed. 
 
Q8. What are some of the things you should do to prevent a fire at home and in the 
school? 
Ans: Keep the gas cylinder at a safe distance. Check the tube from time to time. The 
foul smell of the leaking gas should be tackled at the earliest. 
i. The school and office buildings often catch fire because of electric short circuit. 
So we should avoid overload and replace old wires. The electric fuses and MCBs 
should also be checked from time to time. 
ii. We must not keep inflammable or combustible things like kerosene and petrol in 
our homes. 
iii. Fire extinguishers be installed in high-rise buildings. 
 
 


